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Great Saharan 4x4 cars adventure
thrill-filled adventure through immense dunes

 
This 4x4 cars tour will give you thrills through the immense dunes of the Grand Erg 
Oriental!! By going deep into this ocean of dunes, you will discover the diversity of 
the desert landscape (mountains, stones, sand, well, lake). With this tour, you will be 
able to confirm the professionalism of your guide. I guarantee you a hell of an 
adventure that you have to try with the surprise of getting to Lake Houidhat 
Erreched, lost in the middle of nowhere. You will be amazed at what nature offers us.
 
Duration : 8 days / 7 nights. 
 
Accommodation : 
• 1 night in a hotel in Douz; 
• 5 nights in a bivouac in the desert;
• 1 night in a hotel or guest house in Djerba.
 
Advantages of the circuit : 
• Easy discovery with occasional walks and 3 days of camel trek (4 to 5 hour
day); 
• In one week, several different discoveries of southern Tunisia (ksours, mountain 
oases, troglodyte houses, escapade in the eastern erg on the back of a camel);
• A circuit suitable for families with children.
 
Program : 
 

Day 1: Djerba – Douz : 
-Reeption at the airport then transfer by 4x4 to Douz.
-On the way, you will visit the pretty village of Matmata with its troglodyte dwellings 
and the Sidi Driss hotel which served as the backdrop for the Star Wars movie.
-Arrive in Douz at the end of the afternoon where your guide will drop you off at your 
hotel for a little rest before leaving for your great adventure the next day.
-Dinner and overnight at the hotel.
 
Day 2: Douz - ElMida: 
Departure of the 4x4 adventure from Douz
Hesay, to then take the track that leads to Egtiaia.
Lunch towards El Gerba. After the meal, resume the route where you will start to see 
the first large dunes to arrive in El 
your first camp with overnight bivouac in tents
 
Days 3: ElMida – Dakanis Sghar 
You are going to wake up in the Sahara for the first time with the sunrise as a gift, 
which will warm your heart to start your 
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• 5 nights in a bivouac in the desert; 
• 1 night in a hotel or guest house in Djerba. 

 
• Easy discovery with occasional walks and 3 days of camel trek (4 to 5 hour

• In one week, several different discoveries of southern Tunisia (ksours, mountain 
oases, troglodyte houses, escapade in the eastern erg on the back of a camel);
• A circuit suitable for families with children. 

at the airport then transfer by 4x4 to Douz. 
On the way, you will visit the pretty village of Matmata with its troglodyte dwellings 

and the Sidi Driss hotel which served as the backdrop for the Star Wars movie.
at the end of the afternoon where your guide will drop you off at your 

hotel for a little rest before leaving for your great adventure the next day.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel. 

Departure of the 4x4 adventure from Douz heading south through the village of El 
Hesay, to then take the track that leads to Egtiaia. 
Lunch towards El Gerba. After the meal, resume the route where you will start to see 
the first large dunes to arrive in El Mida in the afternoon. This is where yo
your first camp with overnight bivouac in tents or under the stars as you wish

Dakanis Sghar : 
You are going to wake up in the Sahara for the first time with the sunrise as a gift, 
which will warm your heart to start your day. You will be able to feel the freshness of 
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filled adventure through immense dunes 

tour will give you thrills through the immense dunes of the Grand Erg 
Oriental!! By going deep into this ocean of dunes, you will discover the diversity of 
the desert landscape (mountains, stones, sand, well, lake). With this tour, you will be 

e to confirm the professionalism of your guide. I guarantee you a hell of an 
adventure that you have to try with the surprise of getting to Lake Houidhat 
Erreched, lost in the middle of nowhere. You will be amazed at what nature offers us. 

• Easy discovery with occasional walks and 3 days of camel trek (4 to 5 hours per 

• In one week, several different discoveries of southern Tunisia (ksours, mountain 
oases, troglodyte houses, escapade in the eastern erg on the back of a camel); 

On the way, you will visit the pretty village of Matmata with its troglodyte dwellings 
and the Sidi Driss hotel which served as the backdrop for the Star Wars movie. 

at the end of the afternoon where your guide will drop you off at your 
hotel for a little rest before leaving for your great adventure the next day. 

heading south through the village of El 

Lunch towards El Gerba. After the meal, resume the route where you will start to see 
ida in the afternoon. This is where you will set up 

or under the stars as you wish. 

You are going to wake up in the Sahara for the first time with the sunrise as a gift, 
day. You will be able to feel the freshness of 
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the sand, and the softness of the silence which invades your mind and offers you a 
feeling of well-being. 
Departure after breakfast. You will ride on a track of about 20 km through small 
dunes. Then, you will cross the large dunes to reach the small hill of El Magetla. After 
the lunch break, direction Dakaniss
day. 
You will enjoy the soft silence and the fascinating light of the sunset. You will take 
time for yourself and just for yourself. After this moment of relaxation and 
reconnection with oneself, dinner will be served around the fire where you can 
discuss and share your most beautiful moments of the day.
 
Day 4: Dakaniss Sghar – Lac Houid
Like the day before, wake up at sunrise, breakfast then load the 4x4. Before 
departure, the guide will give you information on the course of the day because the 
4th day is the most difficult because of the immense dunes that you will cross t
discover Lake Houidhat Erreched lost in the middle of nowhere. You will experience 
thrills, I guarantee it. Mohamed will be delighted if any of you volunteer to help him 
out in case a 4x4 gets stuck. During these moments of sand loss, you can of course 
take photos and enjoy this sea of 
crossing between the dunes, you will take a break on a rocky plateau to find some 
shade and have lunch with a well
resume your adventure in the majestic Erg Oriental which will take us to a jewel of 
the Tunisian Sahara, Lake Houidhat Erreched. Arrival at the end of the afternoon 
and, like every evening, installation of the camp for a good night in the bivouac.
The surprise of this day, and well deserved for everyone, is that you will be able to 
bathe in the hot spring of the lake with thermal virtues. You will have enough to take 
wonderful photos and enjoy the wonderful landscape, the sunset. You may
enough to meet Nomads. 
 
Day 5: Houidhat Erreched –
After breakfast, you will leave the lake to reach Tin Souane, a small set of hills in the 
middle of the desert surrounded by large dunes.
Lunch break. Then resumed the adventure for an arrival at the end of th
in Tin Souane. You will set up your camp as you do every evening and you will 
continue to enjoy, to dream, to let go in the marvelous immensity of the Sahara. 
Dinner and vigil around the campfire. 
 
Day 6: Tin Souane – Tembain 
Departure from Tin Souane towards the rocky massif of Tembaïn, several hundred 
meters high, surrounded by a flat terrain called the desert of reg. After the lunch 
break, you will take the road to reach the oasis of Ksar Ghilane. You
break there to discover the ancient Roman fort of Tisavar where you can take superb 
photos of the sunset with the entire view of the oasis of Ksar Ghilane in the distance. 
Then, you will set up your camp for a final bivouac near the larg
surround the oasis. And a good surprise awaits you after this great adventure filled 
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the sand, and the softness of the silence which invades your mind and offers you a 

Departure after breakfast. You will ride on a track of about 20 km through small 
cross the large dunes to reach the small hill of El Magetla. After 

the lunch break, direction Dakaniss-Sghar which will be the final destination for this 

You will enjoy the soft silence and the fascinating light of the sunset. You will take 
ourself and just for yourself. After this moment of relaxation and 

reconnection with oneself, dinner will be served around the fire where you can 
discuss and share your most beautiful moments of the day. Night in bivouac

Lac Houidhat Erreched : 
Like the day before, wake up at sunrise, breakfast then load the 4x4. Before 
departure, the guide will give you information on the course of the day because the 
4th day is the most difficult because of the immense dunes that you will cross t
discover Lake Houidhat Erreched lost in the middle of nowhere. You will experience 
thrills, I guarantee it. Mohamed will be delighted if any of you volunteer to help him 
out in case a 4x4 gets stuck. During these moments of sand loss, you can of course 
ake photos and enjoy this sea of dunes by walking like a nomad. After 3 or 4 hours of 

crossing between the dunes, you will take a break on a rocky plateau to find some 
shade and have lunch with a well-deserved moment of relaxation. You will then 

ture in the majestic Erg Oriental which will take us to a jewel of 
the Tunisian Sahara, Lake Houidhat Erreched. Arrival at the end of the afternoon 
and, like every evening, installation of the camp for a good night in the bivouac.

this day, and well deserved for everyone, is that you will be able to 
bathe in the hot spring of the lake with thermal virtues. You will have enough to take 
wonderful photos and enjoy the wonderful landscape, the sunset. You may

 

– Tin Souane : 
After breakfast, you will leave the lake to reach Tin Souane, a small set of hills in the 
middle of the desert surrounded by large dunes. 
Lunch break. Then resumed the adventure for an arrival at the end of th
in Tin Souane. You will set up your camp as you do every evening and you will 
continue to enjoy, to dream, to let go in the marvelous immensity of the Sahara. 

and vigil around the campfire. Night in a bivouac. 

Tembain – Ksar Ghilane: 
Departure from Tin Souane towards the rocky massif of Tembaïn, several hundred 
meters high, surrounded by a flat terrain called the desert of reg. After the lunch 
break, you will take the road to reach the oasis of Ksar Ghilane. You
break there to discover the ancient Roman fort of Tisavar where you can take superb 
photos of the sunset with the entire view of the oasis of Ksar Ghilane in the distance. 
Then, you will set up your camp for a final bivouac near the large tamarisk trees that 
surround the oasis. And a good surprise awaits you after this great adventure filled 
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the sand, and the softness of the silence which invades your mind and offers you a 

Departure after breakfast. You will ride on a track of about 20 km through small 
cross the large dunes to reach the small hill of El Magetla. After 

Sghar which will be the final destination for this 

You will enjoy the soft silence and the fascinating light of the sunset. You will take 
ourself and just for yourself. After this moment of relaxation and 

reconnection with oneself, dinner will be served around the fire where you can 
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4th day is the most difficult because of the immense dunes that you will cross to 
discover Lake Houidhat Erreched lost in the middle of nowhere. You will experience 
thrills, I guarantee it. Mohamed will be delighted if any of you volunteer to help him 
out in case a 4x4 gets stuck. During these moments of sand loss, you can of course 

dunes by walking like a nomad. After 3 or 4 hours of 
crossing between the dunes, you will take a break on a rocky plateau to find some 

deserved moment of relaxation. You will then 
ture in the majestic Erg Oriental which will take us to a jewel of 

the Tunisian Sahara, Lake Houidhat Erreched. Arrival at the end of the afternoon 
and, like every evening, installation of the camp for a good night in the bivouac. 

this day, and well deserved for everyone, is that you will be able to 
bathe in the hot spring of the lake with thermal virtues. You will have enough to take 
wonderful photos and enjoy the wonderful landscape, the sunset. You may be lucky 

After breakfast, you will leave the lake to reach Tin Souane, a small set of hills in the 

Lunch break. Then resumed the adventure for an arrival at the end of the afternoon 
in Tin Souane. You will set up your camp as you do every evening and you will 
continue to enjoy, to dream, to let go in the marvelous immensity of the Sahara. 

Departure from Tin Souane towards the rocky massif of Tembaïn, several hundred 
meters high, surrounded by a flat terrain called the desert of reg. After the lunch 
break, you will take the road to reach the oasis of Ksar Ghilane. You will take a short 
break there to discover the ancient Roman fort of Tisavar where you can take superb 
photos of the sunset with the entire view of the oasis of Ksar Ghilane in the distance. 

e tamarisk trees that 
surround the oasis. And a good surprise awaits you after this great adventure filled 
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with thrills: the thermal spring of Ksar Ghilane !! A good bath in natural hot water of + 
30 ° will relieve you of all the fatigue endured during you
camp. Night in bivouac. 
 
Day 7: Ksar Ghilane – Djerba ou Tozeur
Last moment at the gates of the Sahara where nostalgia will set in when you think of 
all the wonders discovered in recent days.
Departure after breakfast for your return to Djerba or Tozeur.
Lunch break on the road. 
Dinner and overnight in a guest house (Djerba) or hotel (Tozeur).
 
Day 8: Transfer to the airport
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with thrills: the thermal spring of Ksar Ghilane !! A good bath in natural hot water of + 
30 ° will relieve you of all the fatigue endured during your circuit. Dinner in 

Djerba ou Tozeur : 
Last moment at the gates of the Sahara where nostalgia will set in when you think of 
all the wonders discovered in recent days. 
Departure after breakfast for your return to Djerba or Tozeur. 

Dinner and overnight in a guest house (Djerba) or hotel (Tozeur). 

Transfer to the airport. 
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with thrills: the thermal spring of Ksar Ghilane !! A good bath in natural hot water of + 
r circuit. Dinner in an oasis 

Last moment at the gates of the Sahara where nostalgia will set in when you think of 


